
«Introducing and sharing our
national festivals»

Explanation of the festivals
National Festivals in Turkey
1 - The Republic Day of Turkey (29th October)
2 - Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sport Day                         

(19th May)
3 - National Sovereignty and Children's Day           

(23rd April)
4 - Victory Day (30th August)

National Festivals in Poland
1 - National Independence Day (11th November)
2 - Christmas (24th December)
3 - Easter (March-April)
4 - Mother's Day (26th May)/Children's Day

(1st June) 

National Festivals in Italy
1 - San Francis, Patron Saint of Italy (4th October)
2 - Christmas (25th December)
3 - Day of Italian Unity (17th March)
4 - Easter (March - April)

National Festivals in Germany
1 - Day of German Unity (3rd October)
2 - Christmas (24th December)
3 - Easter (April)
4 - Labour Day / May Day (1st May)
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Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sports Day in Turkey
19 May, the "Commemoration of Atatürk,

Youth and Sports Day" which marks the
anniversary of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk''s
landing in Anatolia from Istanbul to launch
the Turkish War of Independence is being
celebrated with ceremonies throughout
the country every year.
SIGNIFICANCE OF MAY 19
The Ottoman Empire was defeated in
World War I along with its allies. Many
parts of Anatolia, including the capital,
Istanbul, were occupied by the enemy.
Realizing that it was impossible to liberate
Istanbul, occupied as it was by the naval
forces of foreign countries, Mustafa Kemal
Pasha decided to move on to Anatolia.
The ship, the ''Bandirma'' transported
Ataturk and his entourage to Samsun, the
best landing point on the Black Sea coast
under the circumstances, and they landed
there on 19 May 1919, after a five-day
voyage. On the day Mustafa Kemal left for
Samsun, Izmir was occupied by Greek
forces and the Greeks began to invade
Western Anatolia.
Mustafa Kemal proceeded to Amasya
from Samsun and later to Erzurum in
Eastern Anatolia, resigned from his official
post and started making preparations for
the Erzurum and Sivas Congresses. He
then went to Ankara where he convened
the Turkish Grand National Assembly on
23 April 1920. After fierce fighting with the
invading enemy forces, Anatolia was
liberated in September, 1922, and the
Republic of Turkey was proclaimed on 29
October 1923.
Atatürk dedicated 19 May, the first stage
of the War of Independence, to the youth
and ever since then, it has been
celebrated as "Youth and Sports Day"
wherever Turks reside.
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This national day (23 April National Sovereignty and
Children's Day) in Turkey is a unique event. The founder
of the Turkish Republic, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk,
dedicated April 23 to the children of the country to
emphasize that they are the future of the new nation. It
was on April 23, 1920, during the War of Independence,
that the Grand National Assembly met in Ankara and laid
down the foundations of a new, independent, secular,
and modern republic from the ashes of the Ottoman
Empire. Following the defeat of the Allied invasion forces
on September 9, 1922 and the signing of the Treaty of
Lausanne on July 24, 1923, Ataturk started his task of
establishing the institutions of the new state. Over the
next eight years, Ataturk and his followers adopted
sweeping reforms to create a modern Turkey, divorced
from her Ottoman past. In unprecedented moves, he
dedicated the sovereignty day to the children and
entrusted in the hands of the youth the protection of this
sovereignty and independence.
Every year, the children in Turkey celebrate this
"Sovereignty and Children's Day" as a national holiday.
Schools participate in week-long ceremonies marked by
performances in all fields in large stadiums watched by
the entire nation. Among the activities on this day, the
children send their representatives to replace state
officials and high ranking bureaucrats in their offices. The
President, the Prime Minister, the Cabinet Ministers,
provincial governors all turn over their positions to
children's representatives. These children, in turn, sign
executive orders relating to educational and
environmental policies. On this day, the children also
replace the parliamentarians in the Grand National
Assembly and hold a special session to discuss matters
concerning children's issues.
Over the last two decades, the Turkish officials have
been working hard to internationalize this important day.
Their efforts resulted in large number of world states'
sending groups of children to Turkey to participate in the
above stated festivities. During their stay in Turkey, the
foreign children are housed in Turkish homes and find an
important opportunity to interact with the Turkish kids and
learn about each other's countries and cultures. The
foreign children groups also participate in the special
session of the Grand National Assembly. This results in a
truly international Assembly where children pledge their
commitment to international peace and brotherhood.
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The Republic Day of Turkey

The Republic of Turkey is one of the public
holidays in Turkey, commemorating the
proclamation of the republic in 1923. It lasts 35
hours, starting at 1:00 pm on October 28.
On 29 October 1923, Mustafa Kemal declared
that Turkey would be a republic and renamed it
as the Republic of Turkey.
Turkey had effectively been a republic from
April 23, 1920 (the establishment of Grand
National Assembly of Turkey) but official
recognition of this came only 3 years later. On
29 October 1923, the new name of the nation
and its status as a republic was declared. After
that, a vote occurred in the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey and Atatürk was selected
as the 1st president of the Republic of Turkey
by unanimous vote.
Since then, every year on October 29 is
celebrated as Republic Day in Turkey.
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VICTORY DAY
Victory Day in Turkey commemorates the
key Turkish victory against Greek forces in
the Battle of Dumlupınar (August 26-30,
1922). The outcome of the battle, which took
place in Kütahya province in western
Turkey, determined the overall outcome of
the Turkish War of Independence (1919-
1923).
Although foreign forces left the country for
good in the autumn (or fall) of 1922, Turkish
people accept August 30 as the date of the
Turkish troops’ overall victory. Victory Day
was first celebrated in only a few cities in
Turkey – such as Ankara, Izmir and
Afyonkarahisar – on August 30, 1923. It
became a national holiday in 1935.
Victory Day is a national public holiday in
Turkey on August 30. Administration
buildings and schools are closed on this
day. Workers in private companies may
have a day off or work until noon, but most
large supermarkets and shops stay open.
Public transport routes may vary in the event
of street parades.
Many people in Turkey celebrate Victory
Day by attending military parades, which
take place in many big cities throughout the
country. Air forces celebrate the day with
demonstration flights. The jets involved in
such flights usually leave a red-and-white
trail, symbolizing the Turkish flag.
Residents and shop owners decorate their
windows with Turkish flags and images of
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. State officials attend
a ceremony at Atatürk's Mausoleum in
Ankara. All promotions in the Turkish Armed
Forces take place on this day, and military
schools hold annual graduation ceremonies
on August 30.
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National Independence Day is the most important
Polish public holiday, celebrated every year on
11th November to commemorate the anniversary
of Poland's regaining its independence in 1918.
At the end of 18th century Poland was divided
between three countries: Austria, Prussia and
Russia. The first (1772) and second (1793)
partition decreased the territory of Poland, while
the third one (1795) made Polish people become
citizens of foreign countries. Poland vanished from
the map of Europe.
Throughout 123 years Polish people struggled to
keep their identity. Their conditions of life and rights
differed depending on the country they lived in. In
Austria (so called Galicia region) they lived in deep
poverty but had more freedom than in Russian
part, in which people were not even allowed to
speak Polish.
Polish people organised two national uprisings to
free Poland from foreign rule: November Uprising
of 1830 and January Uprising of 1863.
When the World War I broke out, Polish people
fought with the hope to gain freedom for their
country. The process was long and gradual so the
choice of 11th of November was rather symbolic as
independence of Poland is closely connected with
the end of the World War I. This was the day when
Germany capitulated on the Western front.
Józef Piłsudski, “First Marshal of Poland”, played
an enormous role in Poland’s recovery of
sovereignty.
The date of 11 November was announced a
national holiday in 1937. From 1939 to 1989,
celebration of the holiday was forbidden.
Patriotic gatherings and parades are held all over
Poland. Churches celebrate masses for the
intentions of the Homeland.
Major celebrations, attended by Polish State
authorities, are held in Warsaw at Piłsudski
Square. A ceremonious change of guards takes
place before the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
Since 1989 every year several thousands of
volunteers have taken part in the Race of
Independence to commemorate the day.
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Christmas is the most beautiful Christian
holiday in Poland.
The beginning of Christmas Time is Advent. It's
a time when people try to be peaceful and
remember the real reason for Christmas. There
is a tradition of the 'roraty', special masses held
at dawn and dedicated to Mary for receiving the
good news from the angel Gabriel. The four
Sundays of Advent are said to represent the
4,000 years of waiting for Christ.
During Advent, people prepare their houses for
Christmas: decorate trees with with balls,
apples, walnuts, homemade decorations,
candles and stars. They send Christmas cards,
buy presents.
Christmas Eve (Wigilia) is an important part of
Polish Christmas. Many traditions are celebrated
on this day. People don’t eat meat until the first
star is seen in the sky. They put hay beneath the
tablecloth as a reminder that Christ was born in
a manger, leave an empty plate for Baby Jesus
or for a lonely wanderer who may be in need of
food and prepare 12 different dishes symbolizing
the Twelve Apostles.
Christmas Eve begins at the appearance of the
first star. After that, families gather at the table to
have Christmas supper. It begins with breaking
off and sharing wafer (baked from pure wheat
flour and water) with all members of the family.
The supper includes many traditional dishes:
fried carp and barszcz (beetroot soup) with
uszka (ravioli), herring dishes and desserts:
poppy seed cake and cheesecake.
After supper people sing carols and open their
presents from Santa Claus
Christmas Eve ends with Pasterka, the Midnight
Mass. The tradition commemorates the arrival of
the Three Wise Men to Bethlehem.
The days after Christmas people spend with
their families and friends, go to church, eat
Christmas dishes and rest.
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Easter is the most important Christian holiday. In Poland most
people are Catholics and they celebrate Easter. These days, the
death of Jesus is commemorated.
40 days before Easter there is Lent. It starts on Ash Wednesday.
People go to church and a priest sprinkles ash on their heads.
The celebration of Easter is preceeded by Holy Week, which
begins with Palm Sunday (the day when Jesus rode into Jerusalem
and people greeted Him with palm branches). On Palm Sunday
Christians go to church with small palm branches.
On Holy Thursday people take part in mass, which commemorates
Jesus Christ's Last Supper.
On Good Friday people celebrate the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. It
is a very solemn day and traditionally Christians don’t eat meat.
The next day is Holy Saturday, the day when Christ was laid in the
tomb. On this day people prepare the basket which contains
traditional food, first of all: eggs which are painted in different
colours and patterns (these colourful eggs are called "pisanki" or
"kraszanki"), bread (in memory of Jesus), salt (it saves us from
sins), pepper, butter, sausage, horseradish and a lamb made of
sugar. Next, people go to church and a priest blesses the basket.
On Holy Saturday people visit also the tomb of Jesus Christ.
Tradition says that the tomb must be looked after young boys or
men the whole night before Easter Sunday.
The most important day of Easter is Easter Sunday - Christian feast
of the Resurrection of Jesus. Nowadays, Easter is celebrated on
the first Sunday after the first spring full moon, but in the past
Christians celebrated it during Jewish Passover. On Easter Sunday
morning Christians take part in a procession around the church and
in a holy mass called Resurrection. People also gather to have
Easter breakfast. They eat the blessed food from the baskets.
There is also a lamb on the table which symbolizes Jesus Christ.
An Easter belongs to the modern tradition bunny. Children believe
that bunny brings them some presents such as sweets or small
chocolate eggs. Cakes such as "mazurek" or "baba" are the most
popular cakes during the Easter. Children are often given some
small presents such as sweets or mascots.
Easter Monday is connected with the old Polish custom called
"Śmigus Dyngus". Our forefathers splashed fields with water to
wake up The Earth Mother. On this day boys splash girls with water
and everyone is wet. Splashing with water is supposed to bring
health and beauty. Easter Monday is the last day of celebrations.
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Mother's Day

Mother's Day (Dzień Matki) in Poland is celebrated on the 26th of May.
Mother's Day is marked with the special celebrations in schools and
kindergartens.
Younger children prepare so called "laurki" for their mothers.
Laurka - is a sheet of paper decorated with flowers on which children
write their wishes to their mothers.
Mothers are also given cards, flowers, cakes or other gifts.
Schools often organise special ceremonies or classes to celebrate
Mother's Day.
All children take the day as an opportunity to honour their mothers, thank
them for their efforts in giving them life, raising them and being their
constant support and well wisher.
The origin of Mother's Day goes back to the era of ancient Greek and
Romans. But the roots of Mother's Day history can also be traced in
Great Britain where a Mothering Sunday was celebrated long before the
festival saw the light of the day in the USA.
The first celebrations of Mother's Day in Poland took place in 1923 in
Krakow, but this feast was not really very popular until the WW II and the
years shortly after the war. Nowadays, the day is hugely popular.
Children's Day
In Poland, Children's Day (Dzień Dziecka) is celebrated on 1st June.
Since its introduction in Poland in 1952, the occasion has been easily
adopted by adults and kids and it is largely celebrated in schools and
other public institutions. The activities held on this day are dedicated to
children. It is great time for enjoyment, joyfulness and enthusiasm.
Children attend schools on this day - but schools usually organise some
special activities for them - like outdoor games or trips.
This day and also the whole week at the beginning of June is the time of
festivities, organised in parks and entertainment centers. They are
beautifully decorated and they offer games and activities for youngsters.
Celebrations usually include delivering of speeches on children’s rights
and well being. Various programs are broadcast on television. Visits to
cinemas and theaters are also organised by the schools. Parents
purchase numerous small gifts, usually sweets and give them to their
children.
Recently, Children’s Day celebrations in Poland have started special
sessions in the Polish government. On this special day in the capital city
of Warsaw, the Parliament is run by children, instead of the regular
Members of Parliament. Different debates are held on various matters
every year - children’s rights and education and other general matters
like war, peace or tolerance.
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In 1939, on June 18th,  Francis was 
proclaimed Patron Saint of Italy by Pope 
Pius XII who told of him “the most italian 
of the saints and the most saint of the 
Italians”.    

In the evening on October 3rd each year, 
there is the commemoration of Saint 
Francis' death in the Chapel of  Santa 
Maria degli Angeli. 

Many Catholics worldwide celebrate the 
Feast of St Francis of Assisi on October 
4th each year. The feast commemorates 
the life of St Francis, who was born in 
the 12th century and is the Catholic 
Church’s patron saint of animals and the 
environment.  

The feast of St Francis of Assisi is the 
most important festival of the Franciscan 
calendar in Assisi, Italy. It 
commemorates the saint’s transition 
from this life to the afterlife. In the 
morning of the 4th in the Basilica 
Superiore, the symbolic offer of the 
consecreted oil brought each year from a 
different Italian town, for the lamp that 
always burns in front of  the Saint’s 
tomb. In the afternoon takes place the 
religious corteo. Solemn religious 
services are held in the Basilica of St 
Francis and in the Basilica of Santa 
Maria degli Angeli. 

Since October 1st the celebrations start 
in Assisi with exibitions, concerts, 
markets. 
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BASILICA OF SAINT FRANCIS IN ASSISI ST. FRANCIS AND THE WOLF 

ST. FRANCIS PREACHES TO THE BIRDS THE TAU,  
SYMBOL OF FRANCISCAN SPIRITUALITY 

St Francis of Assisi, Patron Saint of Italy 



Christmas (Natale) is one of the main 

religious festivals celebrated in Italy. It 

reminds us Christ’s birth on the 25th of 

December. On Christmas Eve (24th 

December) people have a big dinner with 

their families and at midnight they go to the 

church where they take the Mass. During 

the weeks before Christmas children with 

their parents decorate the tree and the 

houses with wreathes, lights and different 

decorations. They wait for Father Christmas 

(Babbo Natale) who brings them gifts and 

presents. The exchange of gifts happens 

also among friends and neighbours and this 

favours joyful Christmas spirit. An important 

moment that usually takes place on the 8th 

December (the feast of Virgin Mary) is the 

preparation of the crib (presepe), the 

representation of the Nativity with St. 

Joseph, Mary and baby Jesus in a cave and 

around sheepers and the three Kings (Re 

Magi) who comes from Orient following the 

comet. 

In Gubbio  you can see the biggest 

Christmas tree in the World. It is made by 

more than 750 lights put along the slopes of 

the mountain. 

Famous cakes are prepared exclusively for 

Christmas time: they are Panettone, 

Pandoro and Torrone.  
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GIOTTO’S PAINTING ON NATIVITY IN ASSISI 

CHRISTMAS TREE IN GUBBIO 

THE CRIB 
PANETTONE, PANDORO, TORRONE  

Christmas



The feast of the Unity of Italy is celebrated
on 17th March, when, in 1861, it was
proclamed with the coronation of Vittorio
Emanuele II.
Garibaldi is been a general, patriot and
Italian military leader. He’s considered the
eroe of two worlds for his military deeds in
Europe and in South America.
He is one of the most famous figure of
Italian Risorgimento and one of the most
important Italian historical personage in the
world.
The “Tricolore” (green – white – red) was
adopted as the official flag of the newly
formed kingdom of Italy. It became the
symbol of fight for freedom. Green stands
for hope and nature, white for faith and
purity, red for the blood of the patriots.
In Rome we have the most important
celebrations in front of the Altare della
Patria; upon it, the “Frecce tricolore” fly in
the sky leaving the three colours of Italian
flag. “Frecce tricolore” are the 313th
Acrobatic training Group of Italian Military
Areonautic. They are formed by 10
aeroplanes of which nine in formation and
one is solist; they are the largest in the
world.
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FRECCE TRICOLORE

ITALIAN ANTHEM: FRATELLI D'ITALIA

PIZZA, PASTA, CAKES, FRUIT AT THE TABLE 
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Easter, in Italian “Pasqua”, is the most important
religious festival. It is the celebration of the
mystery that is the basis of the Christian faith:
the Resurrection of Christ from Death.
It is celebrated on the first Sunday after the first
full moon after the Spring Equinox, after 4o days
of Lent (Quaresima) in which people pray and
practice abstinence from eating meat dishes,
sweets, cakes etc.
The days before Easter are also very important.
In Maundy Thursday in churches priests (and the
Pope too) practice the ritual “washing of the
feet” of 12 church members as a sign of humility
and devotion (as Jesus did with the apostles in
the Last supper).
Good Friday is also a very important day. It is the
day of the crucifixion and the death of Jesus
Christ. In many towns there are religious
processions in which people pray holding a
candle.
In Rome, the Pope celebrates the Via Crucis or
Stations of the Cross near the Colosseum. At the
end, the Pope gives a blessing.
Holy Sunday is a very joyful day, celebrating
Jesus’ resurrection: church’s bells ring, people go
to the Easter mass. The most important one is
held in Rome by the Pope at St. Peter Basilica.
Since Easter represents the end of Lent, Easter
lunch is very important for Italians: every dish
prepared has got a symbolical meaning. The
roasted lamb is the symbol of birth, eggs
represent life and renewal. The typical Easter
cake is the Dove (Colomba) that represents
peace. Children receive big chocolate eggs in
which, inside, is hidden a gift.
In Umbria, the traditional Easter cake is
Ciaramicola, a red and white cake that represents
the colors of the city of Perugia. Try it, it’s very
good!
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JESUS COMES IN JERUSALEM 
Giotto

THE LAST DINNER
Leonardo Da Vinci

CHRIST ADORED
Beato Angelico

RESURRECTION
Giuseppe Giovenone

EASTER of Italy



German Unity Day
October 3 is the only official national holiday in
Germany. Each year there are big public
celebrations with fireworks, political speeches
and concerts. People enjong their day off
work. After World War II, Germany was
divided into four military sectors controlled by
France, the United Kingdom, the United
States and the Soviet Union. The sectors
controlled by France, the United Kingdom and
the United States became the Federal
Republic of Germany in 1949, whereas the
sector, controlled by the Soviet Union became
the German Democratic Republic.
The two countries developed very different
political and economic systems and, due to
the political tensions in post-war Europe, there
was little contact between the inhabitants of
the two countries. A protest against the
German Democratic Republic's government
occurred in Leipzig on September 4, 1989.
More demonstrations took place across the
German Democratic Republic.
The protests called for political reform and to
open the borders. This date marked the "fall"
of the Berlin wall.
These events lead to political change.
Democratic elections paved the way for unity
in the German Democratic Republic on March
18, 1990. The "Treaty of Unification" was
signed by both countries' leaders in August
that year. Protest in the new 1989 protest in
the German Democratic Republic lead to
political change. On November 9, 1989, the
frontiers between the two countries were
opened and people were allowed to move
from east to west. The reunification became
official on October 3, 1990.
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The TRABANT, the most famous 
car of eastern Germany

Demonstrations in the Democratic 
Republic of Germany for freedom 

and equal rights

The Brandenburg Gate and the Berlin 
wall became two important symbols of 

the division and reunification of 
Germany.



Preparations
In preparation for Weihnachten (Christmas), many German families
celebrate Advent. This is a time of religious preparation for the arrival of
Jesus (Christ Child).
Traditional advent activities include the Adventskranz (Advent wreath),
which is set up on the 4th Sunday before Christmas Day, the beginning of
the season. Four candles adorn the wreath, and a new one is lit each
week.
Families often sing Christmas carols as they gather around the wreath to
celebrate the preparation and Christmas season.
Children also enjoy the Christmas calendar, which contains twenty-four
doors (one for each day of December leading up to Christmas). Children
open one door each day, and find a chocolate treat awaiting them. Many
of the calendars also include pictures inside the doors, often Christmas-
related.
The Christbaum (Christmas Tree) is usually put up in the afternoon of 24
December.
Traditionally, on Heiligabend (Christmas Eve) a simple meal will be
prepared and served before or after the Bescherung (time for exchanging
gifts) Frankfurters/Wieners as Germany's favourite meal on Heiligabend.
Further typical meals may include fish, duck, goose, fondue or raclette.
Celebration
In some families the whole family comes together; in others December 24
is celebrated only by the close family, whereas the larger family
(grandparents, uncles and aunts, etc.) will visit on the first or second Day
of Christmas (December 25 and 26 respectively). Christmas is December
24th in Germany.
Before the Bescherung (gift giving) begins, many Germans go to church.
One of the most common situations sees the returning children wait to
enter into their (locked) living room until a little bell rings. This bell marks
the departure of the one delivering gifts. In the more Catholic regions of
Germany - primarily the south - this is considered the Christ Child
(Christkind).
The children then enter to see the decorated Christbaum (Christmas
Tree), with all the presents beneath wrapped in colorful paper
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There is several rituals which are performed in Germany

The time before the celebration
everybody decorates their homes with self
painted Eggs or nicely decorated twigs. In
schools there is easter crafts and children
like to paint colorful patterns on eggs.
Traditionally people eat Easter cake which
is made out of yeast dough with raisins for
breakfast. As lunch often a lamb roast is
prepared. The Easter Sunday morning
children search preferable in their own
yard for Easter eggs which can be
chocolates or real painted boiled chicken
eggs. The story for the children is, that
the Easter bunny gets the eggs from the
chicken, paints them and brings them with
a big basket to every childs house. The
eggs or chocolate bunnies are hidden so
the children have to search for them. As
the weather often varies in springtime a
lot of times Easter morning the kids have
to search the eggs in the snow. In some
regions people light Easter fires. They
build high staples of Wood to light them
that everywhere people can see it.
The fire is the sign for Jesus who lights up
the Christian believes.
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Easter is always on the first Sunday after 
full moon in spring. It is a three day 
holiday, because it starts with Good 

Friday “Karfreitag” (Jesus death). It is the 
highest Christian celebration and lasts 

until Easter Monday (Jesus 
reincarnation).



May Day in Germany

May Day in Bavaria
Each spring, villagers gather at town
squares to gab and play, eat and drink and
dance to a band while the men raise the
May Pole.
Bavarian tradition is to cut down a very tall
tree some days before the event to paint it
blue and white, prepare its decorative signs
indicating the town's various trades, and to
protect it from neighbouring villagers
attempting to steal it – in addition to
bragging rights, the customary ransom is
kegs of beer.
Some communities still forgo the use of
modern machinery for the old-fashioned
method of raising the May Pole. Using pairs
of long sticks connected at the ends with
thick rope slings, the men gradually prod the
tree from its horizontal starting point to
stand vertically in the centre of town. This
method requires the orchestration of a
conductor, several hours to carefully elevate
the tree from its tip down to its base without
snapping under its own weight, and lots of
beer breaks.
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Maypol of our school Mayday Festival at school

The 1.May Day (Der Erste Mai, Tag der
Arbeit) is an ancient festival to welcome the
spring weather and to drive away evil spirits.
It is also an occasion to campaign for and
celebrate workers rights, particularly in
Berlin. May 1 is a public holiday in all
German states.
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